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Agenda

- Administrivia {Scribes, Jabber, Bluesheets} - chairs - 2 min
- Agenda Bashing - chairs - 2 min
- Review & Status - 5 min
- draft-ietf-opsawg-management-stds-02.txt - M. Ersue - 15 min
- draft-li-opsawg-loadbalance-mib-02.txt - L. Chen - 10 min
- draft-gu-opsawg-policies-migration-01.txt - Y. Gu - 10 min
- draft-xu-virtual-subnet-06.txt - X. Xu - 5 min
Where we are

- 8 RFC’s published
- 3 WG ID’s active
- 2 WG ID’s expired
- 19 Individual ID’s offered for discussion